Tech Talent Charter (TTC)  Ambassador Programme

Ambassador Roles

Please select the role (or roles) where you would like to support the TTC and get in touch with Anna at h
 ello@techtalentcharter.co.uk who
will send your more information. A
 reminder of what’s in it for you!
Role

The ask

The commitment

1

Support us to recruit We would value your help to grow the number of organisations signed up as
organisations as
Signatories to the TTC (we have over 500).
Tech Talent Charter
Signatories

Reach out to 20 c ompanies in the
next 6 months (using our
recruitment toolkit) encouraging
them to sign up.

2

Contribute your
subject matter
expertise

We are always looking to add strong content and case studies to every section of
our O
 pen Playbook. We are looking for additional interventions, initiatives,
resources, company case studies.

Review 5
 subsections of the O
 pen
Playbook.

3

Become a TTC
facilitator

We host virtual and in person events and are always looking for facilitators for
these events.

Commit to being a facilitator at 3
events.

4

Be a Virtual
Hackathon team
leader

We host virtual hackathons to develop our O
 pen Playbook. If you’d like to
contribute as a participant or as a Hackathon Team Leader and work with a small
team (approx. 4 or 5 people) to refine/co-create/quality assure content using the
subject matter expertise from participants, please follow us on E
 ventbrite  to sign
up for the next Hackathon (these are run 3 times a year).

Commit to being a team leader at
1 hackathon. Please follow the
TTC on Eventbrite to learn more.

5

Support the TTC to
increase our social
media footprint

1.
2.
3.

On a weekly basis, actively
retweet/reshare our content,
tagging us.

4.

Follow the TTC on Twitter a
 nd on Linkedin.
Retweet/reshare our social content.
Tag the TTC when your company posts content relevant to the TTC’s goal of
driving greater inclusion and diversity in tech roles.
Send us leadership pieces & organisational case studies to push out.

6

Support the TTC by
researching I&D
initiatives for our
live directory

We are always looking for support to add to (and validate) our I&D Directory. The
directory aims to map all UK initiatives which support people from
underrepresented groups into tech. It is designed for three main user groups:
.
People looking to get into tech who want to know which initiatives could help
them.
.
Commissioning bodies seeking information about initiatives within their
scope/area.
.
Companies who are looking for other organisations with which to do
business/collaborate.

Map 3
 0 tech initiatives over a 6
month period. Mapping
instructions are here.

7

Adhoc support with
website
development,
graphic design and /
or video creation

From time to time we require support from people with website development,
graphic design and / or video creation skills.

Adhoc, small requests, minimal
time required.

